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Otaki to North of Levin Road of National Significance
Corridor Stage Initial Considerations

1. INTRODUCTION
The investigation phase of the Otaki to Levin Road of National Significance (RoNS) project is
following the ACRE (Area, Corridor, Route, Easement) model of route identification for the future
expressway. This short report sets out the first steps in the process of evaluation and consideration
of corridor options (i.e. the Corridor stage) for the project.
At the end of the Area stage, three broad corridors were identified, with a number of positive
connections and links between them. These were further refined through detailed examination of
the constraints mapped at the Area stage.
The eastern, central and western routes that were identified as the starting point for the Corridor
stage are shown in Figure 1.
2. COMMENCEMENT OF CORRIDOR STAGE
The first action under the corridor stage was a brief field inspection of the corridors to see if any
areas were impracticable and should be removed from further consideration or, alternatively, if
additional areas should be included to provide for a realistic range of route options.
As a result of this field inspection1, parts of some corridors were widened (particularly around the
southern end of the eastern corridor and the central part of the western corridor). Conversely , it
was proposed to remove from further consideration the part of the central corridor which passes
through urban Levin, on and near to the line of existing State Highway 1. The reasons for this
decision, which were discussed and endorsed at the subsequent corridor stage MCA workshop, are
set out in the next section of the report.
3. EXPRESSWAY THROUGH CENTRAL LEVIN
3.1 Central Corridor
As can be seen from Figure 1, the Central Corridor follows the line of State Highway 1 (SH1) at
varying widths (depending on constraints) to the south and north of the Levin urban area. It was
continued through the urban area at an approximate width of 800 metres, centred around the
existing State highway, comprising (from north to south) South Road, Oxford Street, and the
Avenues) and the North Island Main Trunk (NIMT) railway line. Within this broad corridor a number
of possible route alignments would be possible. For example, a route could pass to the east of the
NIMT (Cambridge Street South, Cambridge Street, and south end of Roslyn Road); a central route
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Figure 1 - Preliminary Corridors at start of Corridor Stage
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could follow Oxford St, South Lane, Central Lane and North Lane to the immediate east of Oxford St
(SH1); or a route could follow Oxford Street and then angle west to join into either Salisbury Street
or Bristol Street2 before cutting back to join Oxford Street in the vicinity of where it becomes the
Avenue.
3.2 Issues in Traversing Levin Urban Area
There are several issues around the ability to realistically locate an expressway in the central part of
Levin. Geographically, approximately equal parts of residential Levin are distributed on each side of
SH1 and the NIMT. The town’s shopping centre is focused on the Oxford Street (SH1)/Queen Street
junction with Oxford Street providing the shopping strip, with some limited shopping and
community facilities to the east beyond the NIMT, and also to the west between Oxford Street and
Bristol Street. The three lanes (North, Central and South) provide service access and some overflow
parking for the buildings fronting onto Oxford Street.
Thus Oxford Street and the areas immediately adjacent very much form the commercial centre and
community heart for the town of Levin. Within this context, the NIMT line already causes some
severance, with only Queen Street, Bath Street and Tyne Street providing connectivity to the central
area for residents in the eastern part of the town (with an additional minor connection across the
NIMT line at Roslyn Road).
The area is flat, with the three NIMT crossings with the local road network being at grade.
Within the urban part of the Central Corridor are located numerous notable trees and heritage
buildings (listed on the district plan) and a number of small parks, reserves and designated
community-purpose sites.
Using the NZTA Design Standards and Guidelines for roads of national significance, a minimum cross
section of around 50m would be required. This would cater for two lanes in each direction, a
median, shoulders and safety barriers. It would also allow limited space for other aspects such as
separate footpaths, cycleways, service roads, services and other associated infrastructure, with
additional space being required in some areas to provide for all aspects. By comparison, the current
legal road width of Oxford Street is around 30m and the Railway / Service Lane corridor is a
maximum of around 40m (north of Queen Street).
The other key factor is that the RoNS standards expect that, at least in the long term, there is to be
no direct access onto or off the expressway except at grade separated interchanges; i.e. the vision is
for it to be a high speed motorway. This means that any businesses or other activities adjacent to
the expressway would need to be accessed by service lanes with these lanes connecting to the
expressway at grade separated interchanges. The guidance recommends that these interchanges
are spaced at least 5-8km apart.
Given the above specifications for the RoNS expressway it could be expected that the potential
issues described below would arise.
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3.2.1

Severance

Regardless of the exact route chosen, an expressway would cause major community severance as a
result of its scale, lack of access, and the fast-moving traffic on it.
This effect would apply whether the expressway was to pass to the east or west of Oxford Street and
the NIMT, or followed the existing Oxford Street route.
3.2.2

Connectivity

An expressway would need to ensure an adequate level of connectivity to and within the town
centre on the existing street system. As a consequence, if the expressway were to be to the east of
the NIMT or between Oxford Street and the NIMT, it would need to be grade separated at Queen
Street and ideally also at Bath and Tyne Streets, although this would be contrary to the RoNS Design
Standards and Guidelines. If to the west of Oxford Street, several connections to the street system
would be needed. This would result in at least one elevated section which would be a significant
intrusion into the immediate area, as discussed in 3.2.5 below. An underpass option would be
difficult or impossible to achieve because of groundwater considerations.
If Oxford Street was to be converted to an expressway, rationalisation of access onto it would be
needed, resulting in inconvenience in terms of the closing of access from the many side roads along
its length.
A route to the east of the NIMT line would require the width of Cambridge Street south of Bath
Street, and would cause major access difficulties for the group of small cul-de-sac streets in this area.
3.2.3

Property Requirements

Based on the cross-section width referred to above, a significant amount of property would be
needed if Oxford Street was to be converted to an expressway. The additional width required would
remove most if not all of the businesses on one side of the existing highway. All other options would
also include substantial property acquisition including private commercial and/or residential
property, and stopping of local roads. An expressway east of Oxford Street close to the NIMT line
would almost certainly require some Kiwirail property. It is likely that any route would also require
some property on reserve, designated, or other community-based land (such as halls).
3.2.4

Effect on Heritage

There are heritage buildings within the potential Corridor (including a number of listed dwellings, the
Former Bank of Australia, St John’s Methodist Church) and there are several heritage trees including
the avenue of sycamores which are a feature of Oxford Street.
While most of these items may be able to be avoided by careful route choice and detailed design,
there is a high risk that the setting or curtilage of some will be adversely affected.
3.2.5

Amenity Effects and Environmental Quality

Amenity includes concepts of pleasantness, aesthetic coherence and recreational and other values.
Environmental quality introduces concepts of adverse effects of noise and air quality.
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With an expressway, the level of traffic that at times causes congestion and delay on the existing
SH1 will be provided for on a prioritised basis and will move more quickly through the urban area.
While noise levels may not increase (except on elevated sections, where exposure will increase on
the basis of line-of-sight) and air quality issues may remain or slightly reduce (due to less stopping
and starting), there is an inherent incompatibility between fast-moving through-traffic and the
amenity conditions normally required for town centre.
The design of the expressway would be visually incompatible with Levin’s relatively finely-textured
low-rise urban form. The existing pleasantness, aesthetic coherence and recreational values would
not be well-served by an expressway within any part of the existing urban fabric. Because the central
corridor is Levin’s town centre, the adverse amenity effects would affect the whole town.
3.2.6

Urban design implications

Urban design concepts relate to the circulation, activities and form of urban areas, including their
public and open space components (including roading and spaces between buildings). The aspects
set out in 3.2.1 to 3.2.5 above all contribute to the present urban design qualities of Levin and all
would be adversely affected by an expressway.
An expressway through Levin would inevitably be incompatible with Levin’s circulation, activities and
urban form, which function together in an integrated way both as a community and as an important
service centre for the rural area that surrounds the town.
4. ALTERNATIVES TO EXPRESSWAY
As well as the expressway described above, alternatives have been considered including:
an expressway achieved by use of one-way pairs primarily using existing roads; and
a reduced-speed four-lane road.
The former option could be achieved in part within existing road areas, but would require either
additional rail crossings (if Oxford Street and eastern pair along Cambridge Street was used) or new
connections through currently developed blocks (if Oxford Street and a western pair along either
Bristol Street or Salisbury Street were to be used).
This type of design would be equally incompatible in terms of severance, connectivity and amenity
values and in some ways the effects would be spread more widely throughout the urban fabric.
Effects on property and heritage may be more readily managed, but urban functionality would be
poorly served by a one-way pair within Levin, given the speed sought to be achieved.
A reduced speed four-lane route could be achieved through Oxford Street (with some design
difficulty), or on another new urban route but, depending on the actual route, would involve similar
potential adverse effects to those of a higher-speed route discussed above. It would also not
achieve the objectives of the proposed expressway, so is not recommended.
5. PUBLIC OPINION / CONSULTATION
No consultation has yet been undertaken on any options, and wider stakeholder and public
consultation is not proposed until analysis has resulted in one or more preferred corridors, with a
preferred narrowed-down route within each. It will be important to be able to explain why other
5
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options were ruled out earlier in the process. The above commentary is intended to be part of the
explanation as to why part of the central corridor was removed from further analysis at an early
stage in the corridor analysis stage.
A significant survey was carried out by Horowhenua District Council in March 2010 as part of the
District Plan Review. Entitled “Shaping Horowhenua”, it contained the views of just over 1370
respondents (i.e. approximately 10% of all ratepayers). Respondents recognised transport issues as
the third most important environmental issue facing Horowhenua over the next 10 years (after
water and rubbish/pollution). Responses relative to transport included comments relating to the
present and proposed State highway system. Amongst suggestions were the diversion of heavy
traffic away from the town centre and urban areas, better roading overall, new State highway plans,
other major roading developments and provision of a ring road around the town centre.
While such comments are of limited value, they do indicate that there is local acknowledgement
that the urban area and the town centre could benefit from the removal of through traffic, including
heavy traffic, from these areas.

6. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set out above, it is proposed that the Central Corridor in Figure 1 should be removed
from further consideration, between approximately the junction of SH1 with State Highway 57 and
the western curve on the present SH1 to the north of the urban area. The short additional
connector to the north of SH1 would then also logically be removed.

6th July 2011
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